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Ex-Boyfriend Material

Wanted: one roommate.Alex is smart, charming, and attractive. Good at approaching people and
getting them to sleep with him, his talents fall down when it comes to maintaining a relationship. His
last boyfriend left him with a broken heart and without half the rent, so now he needs a new
roommate. This time, he wants someone mature, sensible, and not even a little bit attractive to
him.What he gets is Liam--funny, gorgeous, and surprisingly put-together for a man who doesnâ€™t
own a single shirt without a stain on it and has an incurable oral fixation. After months of feeling as
though he can never move on while he lives in London, America is Liamâ€™s fresh start. His
breakup with his girlfriend left him heartbroken, and home only reminds him of everything heâ€™s
lost. With a twelve-month contract on offer, the chance to take a break is too good to pass up. All he
needs now is a roommate, since his company-organised apartment has fallen through.He runs
across Alexâ€™s Craigslist posting and thinks the other man seems perfect--little does he know that
his new roommate is also nursing a broken heart, and coping with it by sleeping his way through the
entire population of New York.Can two men burned by love see whatâ€™s right in front of
them?Both of them know the dangers of getting into a relationship with their roommates. Alex spent
months stuck in a relationship that made him increasingly unhappy, Liam had to move away from
his home to give himself a chance to heal.They seem to soften each otherâ€™s rough edges, fill the
gaps in each otherâ€™s lives. But love is risky, and their hearts are fragile--can they learn to trust
one another and take the chance to have a home in each otherâ€™s arms? Or will their pasts and
their fears get in the way of their happiness?Ex-Boyfriend Material is a stand-alone story of
approximately 33,000 words. It ends happily ever after, and has no cliffhangers. It does, however,
have unfashionable waistcoats, minor shirt fires, art exhibitions, cultural differences, and explicit
scenes.
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This is the first book I've read by Sean Ashcroft and I really enjoyed it. The slow build-up spoke to
the differing personalities of Liam and Alex. Their budding friendship gave them the time to trust in
their feelings for one another and eventually lead them to a solid relationship and the love they both
deserved.

Really enjoyed this book. You quickly fall in love with the characters. I love how the author truly
made it feel real with the very slow build up to the characters expressing their feelings. It felt real,
you can feel the emotions.Recommended.

The book had 1848 locations on my kindle. The book was about 2 men, Liam and Alex. Liam was a
27 year old bisexual artist. Alex was a 25 year old bisexual PR person. Liam was moving from
London to New York and looking for a place to stay, therefore he answered an ad. Alex became his
only friend and roommate. The book contained a few kisses and a hand job. The Liam character
was ok. He was sweet and caring man, who had had one serious relationship, in his life. Alex was
harder to love. He was emotionally needy, self conscious man, who constantly had one night stands
with men and women. The book was sooo boring, with no action and no chemistry between the
men.

This is a story of two men who fall in love and friendship without either being aware of it. Both men
are bisexual. Alex lives in NYC and has broken up with a verbally abusive boyfriend who sucked
him dry for money. Liam is from London and has broken up with his girlfriend and is looking for a
change in his life. He moves to NYC and becomes Alex's roommate. Alex believes he is not good
for anybody and does one night stands. Liam is not able to have casual sex and must like someone

before he can have sex with them. They become good friends, unaware they are falling in love.
Follow this pair as they travel their own paths toward each other. There is only mild, but romantic
sex. A jerk for an ex and fear of relationships

I liked the story though it was a little slow going. The characters were well defined (if a bit daft) and
interesting. I was dissapointed in the amount of love in this love story, just as it starts the book
ends...

Intoxicating! I fell in love with the characters in this book. The descriptive writing pulls you in to each
person's thinking. I felt the anguish of loss, friendship, and especially the love. I have to admit i was
so engrossed with the book i devoured it in one reading. I am excited to have more from the author.

Love the main characters, not perfect and they change and evolve throughout the story. Love
reading about how they handle their cultural differences. Just because they both speak English
doesn't mean they understand slang.

Two mc that you like!Both are well written and complex and ultimately perfect for one another.Really
enjoyed it. Fair warning less sex than in many books but I believe it made the characters more
realistic.
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